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This report explores the concept of Shape- based approximation of Low-thrust Constrained Space 
Trajectories Using Fourier Series. In addition to the results obtained by the method developers Ehsan 
Taheri and Ossama Abdelkhalik on the aforementioned subject, a penalty was added to the transfer 
cost of the optimised trajectory. Its effects on the least squared error on the equations of motion were 
analysed. The two cases of orbit raising (moving from a Low-Earth Orbit to a Geo-Synchronous 
Orbit) and an orbit changing (from Earth to Mars) were analysed. The plots and tabulation compares 















The optimization of space trajectories is an important task in any space mission design and analysis 
process. Better designing of such trajectories allows for efficient missions in terms of fuel 
consumption, payload transferred and time of flight for the mission. In this case, we are specifically 
looking at low-thrust maneuvers which can be defined in orbital mechanics as those missions or 
trajectories which are designed by giving low-impulses to the spacecraft over a period of time. 
Trajectory optimisation methods fall into two categories, indirect and direct methods.Indirect 
methods are formulated with the calculus of variations, on the other hand, direct methods 
parameterize the low-thrust trajectory problem. These direct methods require a sufficiently accurate 
initial guess, in order for the objective function to optimize.  
 
So, in order to compute a fast initial guess, shape based methods are used. In this report, the same 
FFS (Finite Fourier Series) method developed by Dr. Ossama et al.(1) was used for the two kinds of 
missions : Orbit raising and an Orbit Changing. Two sub-cases namely the constrained FFS and the 
unconstrained FFS were carried out for each of the missions. 
 
Additionally, in a type of Shape- Based method known as exponential SB method, a trajectory can be 
expressed by this mathematical equation: 
 
ex    ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯(A)  r = k0 (k si )1 (k  θ )2 + ϕ    
 
The low-thrust trajectory shape is solved for the thrust magnitude and steering angle, additionally 
satisfying the boundary conditions (BCs) and equations of motion (EOM).  
 
Another form of Shape-Based method explains the trajectory in the form of a seven-parameter 
inverse polynomial which is used for low-thrust rendezvous trajectories,hence the name Inverse 
Polynomial method. The corresponding equation is as follows: 
 









The Finite Fourier Series approach is primarily applied in the investigation reported in this paper.  







Here “T” is the total time of flight and n​r​ and n​ θ​ are the number of Fourier terms. The minimum 
number of Fourier terms are selected to be 2 as the computational efficiency needs to be taken into 










The FFS approximation is defined in terms of unknown coefficients. The Fourier approximations for 
r and θ are constrained to satisfy the ‘B.C.s. The general procedure is as follows: 
 
1. The boundary values are computed using the terminal position and velocity vectors. 
2. The initial guess for the unknown coefficients (a0 and c0) are computed using the      







3. The above relations are also used to solve for eight of the coefficients using the coefficients 
from the previous step as well as the boundary values. In this case, cubic polynomial approximation 
was used. 
4. The time of flight is divided into intervals and the EQM (Equations of motion) are evaluated 
at these intervals to form “m” algebraic nonlinear equations. 
5. The equations of constraint on thrust are divided according to the time discretization scheme 
to construct m equations. 
6. The resulting NLP problem is solved using the m equations subject to the m constraints 
obtained in the previous step. The minimum number of Fourier coefficients (n​r​ and n​ θ)​ are problem 
independent. 
 
The boundary conditions for both the orbit raising cases and interplanetary rendezvous case will be 
discussed along with the tabulation of results. 
The output from the optimiser works on reducing the Least Square Error on the Equations of Motion. 
As an extension of the study conducted by Taheri and Dr. Abdelkhalik, the error in the output was 
penalised by adding another parameter, the characteristic velocity (delta V) for the maneuver. In 
order to investigate the possibility of further optimisation, a scaling factor was added to the penalty 
term and its effects were recorded. The modified equation for the output in this study is as follows:  
Output= (L.S. Error on EOM) + (Penalty Factor*Delta-V) 
5 
Numerical results 
1. Orbit Raising 
 
The objective is to move the spacecraft from a LEO to a GEO orbit and the BCs are: 
 
BCs Input parameters 
ri  =1.0313 DU N​rev =7 
θi  =0 rad nr  =2 
rf  =6.61 DU nθ  =3 
θf  =47.123 rad I ​SP = 3.7183 x 10​
-4​ TU 
ṙi  =0 DU /TU No. of DPs = 40 
θ̇i  = 0.95652  rad /TU T ​a,max =0.0153 DU/TU 
rḟ  = 0 DU/TU T =148.73 TU 
θḟ  = 0.058842  rad /TU 1 DU =6378.145 km 
 
The canonical system was considered to be the radius of the Earth. 
Two sub-cases were investigated under this- constrained thrust and unconstrained thrust. 




In this case, the thrust acceleration was constrained to a maximum of 0.0153 DU/TU^2. The 
following table illustrates the values for delta V (the penalty term) and the LSE from the 
EOM. 
 
Penalty Factor Delta-V Error of EOM 
100 4.2181 0.1593 
10 4.2181 0.1593 
1 4.2181 0.1593 
1.00E-02 7.7881 0.0218 
1.00E-03 8.3705 0.0185 
1.00E-05 8.4251 0.0184 





A comparison plot between the non-penalised to the best penalised case (the case with most 














In this case, the thrust acceleration constraint was removed.The following table illustrates the 
values for delta V (the penalty term) and the LSE from the EOM. 
 
Penalty Factor Delta-V Error of  EOM 
100 4.2413 0.2459 
10 4.068 0.2417 
1 4.2273 0.2429 
1.00E-02 7.4762 0.015 
1.00E-03 8.4702 0.0101 
1.00E-05 8.8588 0.01 
0.00E+00 8.8691 0.01 
 
 
A comparison plot between the non-penalised to the best penalised case (the case with most 












2. Orbit Changing 
 
The objective is to travel from Earth to Mars orbit. Only the heliocentric phase of the 
interplanetary transfer is considered with the radius of Earth and Mars from the Sun 
considered to be the initial and final radii for the mission. The input parameters and boundary 
conditions are as follows: 
 
 
BCs Input parameters 
ri  =1 DU N​rev =1 
θi  =0 rad nr  =2 
rf  =1.5234 DU nθ  =5 
θf  =9.831 rad I ​sp 
 
=5.9728 x 10​-4​ TU 
ṙi  =0 DU /TU T ​a,max 
 
=0.02 DU/TU 
θ̇i  = 1 rad /TU No. of DPs = 22 
rḟ  = 0 DU/TU T =13.447 TU 
θḟ  = 0.5318 rad /TU 1 DU =149665222.52855545km 
 
The canonical system in this case is considered to be from the radius of Earth from the Sun. 
Two sub-cases were investigated under this- constrained thrust and unconstrained thrust. The 







In this case, the thrust acceleration was constrained to a maximum of 0.02 DU/TU^2. The 
following table illustrates the values for delta V (the penalty term) and the LSE from the 
EOM. 
 
Penalty Factor Delta V Error of  EOM 
100 0.1634 0.0508 
10 0.1472 0.0751 
1 0.1665 0.0027 
1.00E-02 0.1783 5.23E-04 
1.00E-03 0.2032 3.64E-04 
1.00E-05 0.2035 3.63E-04 




A comparison plot between the non-penalised to the best penalised case (the case with most 










In this case, the thrust acceleration constraint was removed.The following table illustrates the 
values for delta V (the penalty term) and the LSE from the EOM. 
 
Penalty Factor Delta V Error of  EOM 
1000 0.4908 0.1946 
100 0.4888 0.1996 
10 0.488 0.2 
14 
1 0.5265 0.1202 
1.00E-02 0.5762 0.0634 
1.00E-03 0.576 0.0636 
0.00E+00 0.576 0.0636 
 
A comparison plot between the non-penalised to the best penalised case (the case with most 










After the extensive investigation of the various trajectory design parameters before and after 
penalising the output of the optimiser by the delta V required for the trajectory, few observations 
could be made. The following bar graphs highlight the general trend in each of the 2 cases under the 







● The general trend that is observed here is that as we decrease the scaling factor on the delta V, 
the optimiser focuses more on optimising the error on EOM, hence the error increases. On the 
other hand, when the scaling factor or penalty factor is increased, a maximum of around 15% 
decrease in the delta V was recorded. This decrease in delta V proves that the optimiser can 
be driven to work on optimising the output based on the weightage provided to the delta V.  
● The comparison plots shown in each of the 4 test cases presented in the paper showed that 
changes in the design parameters occurred when the case with the highest delta V reduction 
was chosen because the optimiser was driven towards optimising the delta V more than the 
error on the EoM. But, the shape of the trajectory that was obtained was still viable for use.  
● The number of Fourier coefficients were kept in accordance with the boundary conditions and 
input parameters defined for each mission. Changing those parameters had a more drastic 
impact on the trajectory obtained, in some cases the shape not being a viable one for use in 
reality. 
18 
● The thrust acceleration comparison showed some violation of the max thrust acceleration 
bound in the orbit changing case for constrained FFS, which could be inferred as a further 






















Conclusion and Future Scope 
 
The modified equation for the optimiser used for the investigation of the orbit changing and orbit 
raising was slower in terms of computational time than the original method for all the test cases. The 
major parameters under observation for this report were the LSE on EoM and the delta V. This 
investigation proved to be quite successful in obtaining a trajectory with a reduced delta V. A 
trade-off would be needed according to the conditions of the mission in order to select the optimal 
delta V for it, without having a large error on the Equation of Motion.  
This method would be very useful in designing trajectories for GTOC problems such as the Kessler 
Run due to lesser computational time for a faster initial guess for trajectories. This investigation was 
carried out using the delta V as the penalising parameter to the cost function. Other parameters such 
as the total mass of the spacecraft or the total time of flight could be used as a penalising parameter to 
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